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Provides a fresh perspective and contemporary analysis of the architecture and design of Enrique Browne's practice, with a

focus on the South American region/Chile

Features design innovations, accompanied by rich photography and detailed illustrations

Shows how today, with transparency and interconnectivity with the environment, the issues of sustainability can drive

innovation in the South American region, which encounters specific climatic challenges

Presents how innovative projects incorporate multiple environmental aspects resulting in a complex, layered response to the

challenge of place, form and identity in Chile

Will appeal to all architects, designers, and educators

This highly anticipated monograph focuses on the architectural output of Enrique Browne, a talented and prolific Chilean architect and

co-founder of Browne & Swett Arquitectos, based in Santiago. Over the last 40 years, this South American architect has been trying to

reconcile natural and artificial worlds through architecture. They are one indissoluble unity. This book showcases in rich photographic

detail how his innovative projects incorporate multiple environmental aspects that result in a complex, layered response to the

challenges of place, form and identity in Chile.

Browne’s practice has developed architectural designs in a diverse range of scales, with emphasis on sustainability and energy efficiency.

This volume delves into Browne’s processes, such as developing variations of the “grapevinestructure typology” to create a “double

green skin” as a green wall (or roof), to protect dwellings from the region’s strong westerly sun; or combining vegetation and its

oxygenation benefits with building to counter pollution; or using both artificial and natural light as a material for illuminating spaces or

volume. This book also includes commentary on the new zeitgeist surrounding modernity and the impacts of the digital and globalised

world on architecture today. Highly regarded, and a prolific writer and designer, Enrique Browne has a unique way of looking at the

world. Showcasing the wide range of his design, this title is sure to impress.

Enrique Browne began his career in 1974 and co-founded Browne & Swett in 2013, an architectural firm based in Santiago, Chile. He

became an Architect (1965) and Master of Urban Planning (1968), both with Maximum Distinction, from the Universidad Catolica de

Chile and was a Special Graduate Student in Urban Design at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT (1969). Following, Browne

undertook advanced studies in the United States, England and Japan. He is the winner of scholarships from the Ford Foundation (1969-

71), of the Social Science Research Council (1975), and the J.S.Guggenheim Foundation (1983). In 2010, he was awarded the National

Prize of Architecture of Chile.
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